A TRADITION of EXCELLENCE

HONORING THE CLASS OF 2020
MISSION STATEMENT

Seattle University is dedicated to educating the whole person, to professional formation, and to empowering leaders for a just and humane world.
To the 2020 Graduates of Seattle University,

Congratulations to you on your graduation from Seattle University. Please know of our gratitude for having chosen Seattle University for your education and for all that you have contributed in your leadership and service. Thank you for your special contributions and generous spirit in these unusual times of the pandemic. We are a better university for the time you have been here. As I express my gratitude to you, I’m sure you have deep gratitude for your family and friends who have been supportive of you in these years.

It’s common at a Commencement ceremony for the speaker to say, “As you go out into the world….” I believe it’s important that all students of Seattle University never leave the world they were involved in while they were here. A Seattle University education engages with the most important issues of the world, asks its students to be engaged in the community, promotes internships and preparation for careers and welcomes on its campus people with a depth of experience. An education at Seattle University is an education in being engaged with the world. At this time especially we have such pressing issues in the world, in the pandemic and in committing ourselves to racial equality.

Our intention at Seattle University is expressed in the following statement: “Every Seattle University student will experience an integrated Jesuit education for leadership.” We can provide the context and some of the means, but you have needed to fashion your own interpretation for your leadership. We hope it is made up of 1) your academic accomplishment, 2) your social development, 3) your determination of your values and spirituality, and 4) your commitment to service. We count on your leadership in making a “more just and humane world,” which is our ultimate mission.

Thank you again for what you have given to Seattle University. Congratulations on your graduation, and I hope that you remain in contact with us and always know you are welcome back here, your home, on campus. We now are proud to look upon you as our alumni.

Sincerely,

Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J.

PRESIDENT
Founded in 1891, Seattle University is a Jesuit Catholic institution that today is among the most racially and culturally diverse, the most genuinely urban, and the largest multidisciplinary independent university of the Northwest.

Inspired by the Catholic intellectual tradition and the Jesuit philosophy of education, Seattle University forms independent critical thinkers rooted in the humanities and open to finding God in all things. Responding to the Jesuit imperative that calls for “the service of faith and the promotion of justice,” Seattle University students are challenged to address issues of poverty, injustice, discrimination, violence and environmental degradation with competence, compassion and creativity.

At the heart of every undergraduate, graduate and professional program at Seattle University is an intellectually rigorous education delivered by excellent faculty whose attentiveness as teachers is rivaled only by their commitment to generating new knowledge as scholars. In partnership with their students, Seattle University’s dedicated faculty and their colleagues create a vibrant, educational experience that comes alive in the classroom, campus and community and develops character and leadership.

As SU President Stephen Sundborg, S.J., has often said, “Only the alumni of Seattle University can tell us whether we are fulfilling our mission.” It is through their actions that our alumni most clearly attest to the power of an SU education. They are leaders in banking and business, in publishing and politics, nursing and nonprofits, engineering and education. Today, we welcome our newest graduates into a special group of women and men who are excelling in their professions and working to build a more just and humane world.
### Undergraduate

- Archbishop Raymond G. Hunthausen
  - Outstanding Service Award: 4
- Provost’s Award: 4
- President’s Award: 4
- University Honors Program Graduates: 5
- Core Honors Program Graduates: 6
- Army ROTC Commissioning Cadets: 6
- College of Arts and Sciences: 7
- Albers School of Business and Economics: 10
- College of Science and Engineering: 12
- College of Nursing: 14
- New and Continuing Studies: 15

### Graduate

- Archbishop Raymond G. Hunthausen
  - Outstanding Service Award: 16
- Provost’s Award for Graduate Student Excellence: 16
- College of Education: 17
- College of Arts and Sciences: 18
- Albers School of Business and Economics: 19
- College of Nursing: 20
- College of Science and Engineering: 21
- School of Theology and Ministry: 21
**ARCHBISHOP RAYMOND G. HUNTHAUSEN OUTSTANDING SERVICE AWARD**

Given to the student who has offered significant service to both the university community and the community at-large, and in so doing, has exemplified the values of collaborative leadership in service to others.

**Allison Mary Alderman**
Bachelor of Arts, major in Interdisciplinary Arts
*Summa Cum Laude*

**PRESIDENT’S AWARD**

Given to a graduating senior who entered Seattle University as a first-time freshman and has maintained the highest Seattle University grade point average throughout the undergraduate degree.

**Camille Renee Zaug**
Bachelor of Arts, major in Physics
Bachelor of Science, major in Mathematics
*Summa Cum Laude*

**PROVOST’S AWARD**

Given to a graduating senior who entered Seattle University as a transfer student from another college or university and has maintained the highest Seattle University grade point average throughout the undergraduate degree.

**Stephanie Merwin**
Bachelor of Science, major in Mechanical Engineering
*Summa Cum Laude*
The Seattle University Honors Program was founded in 1958. The two-year cohort program takes an historical approach to the humanities and the social sciences as a way of exploring and critically engaging the depth and breadth of ideas that have shaped human civilization. The program stresses the integration of knowledge in a vital challenging learning community, embracing the true spirit of Jesuit education. After completing the University Honors Program, students pursue degree requirements in a specific major.
The Seattle University Core Honors Program was founded in 2004. By bringing highly motivated students into a cohort group that pursues its Seattle University Core courses together, the Core Honors program permits more advanced study in these courses than would otherwise be possible. In maintaining this cohort over three years of study, Core Honors creates a learning community in which each member contributes to the learning experience of the others.

Hannah Balducci
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Photography
Cum Laude

Dante Richard Alexander Monaldo
Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

ARMY ROTC COMMISSIONING CADETS

Kalana Agampodi
Infantry

Thomas Almojuela
Aviation

Nathan Clark
Field Artillery

Samuel Concepcion
Field Artillery

Audrey Del Rosario
Military Police

Mary Elizabeth Forbes
Military Police

Bryant Garduque
Adjutant General

Samuel Golden
Military Intelligence

Christina Johnson
Military Police

Claire Lanier
Adjutant General

Magdalene Velasquez
Adjutant General

Christine Villanueva
Army Nurse

Madeline Walsh
Adjutant

Ticia Wildasin
Army Nurse
RICHARD P. HICKEY AWARD

Brenalee E. Campbell
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Awarded to the outstanding student in the College of Arts and Sciences. Selection is based upon the student’s total contribution to academic life and is made by the department chairs and program directors of the college. The award honors the memory of Dr. Richard P. Hickey, professor of English, a beloved and respected teacher at the university from 1947 until his death in 1968.

LE ROUX AWARD

Jess Jefferson Galaura Juanich

Awarded to the student who has demonstrated exceptional leadership abilities, shown academic excellence and performed significant service to the College of Arts and Sciences. The recipients personify in character and action the qualities of a liberal education, which constitute the “spirit” of our College. The award honors the memory of Fr. William Le Roux, S.J., who served as Dean of the College.
Bachelor of Arts, major in Sociology with Departmental Honors
Hatcher Rhodes Chapman
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in Spanish
Stella Fayre Christoforou with additional major in Visual Art
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Joshua James Hideo Gest with additional major in International Studies
CUM LAUDE

Justin Matthew Koochof with additional major in International Studies with Departmental Honors
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Madeline Cadence Schroeder with additional major in English
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Braden Liebel Sigua CUM LAUDE

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Science, major in Sport and Exercise Science
Joanna Mae Anderson
Jordan Lisbeth Berke
CUM LAUDE

Brock Patrick Carpenter with additional major in Strategic Communications
Samuel Matthew Zantua
CONCEPCION

Katrina Briele Cutler with additional major in Interdisciplinary Arts
Jarod Gabriel De Guzman
Kristian Ross Fortson
Cassidy Gannon
Jane Lee Hegg
CUM LAUDE

Seishu Horikoshi
William A. Huie
Brandon J. Jimenez
Jaelyn Sierra King
Hannah Marie Huenuqueo Koval
Monet Kumazawa
CUM LAUDE

Karen Le
Emily M. Lovekin
CUM LAUDE

Kylena Belle Marney
Allyson Danielle Matriotti
Vandela Rose Morales
Lynn Hoang Nguyen
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Delaney Tegan Rhyburn
Casey T. Sagarang
Ethan Schmitt
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Michael David Spinney
Kelvin Jeffrey Foz Spong
Makayla C. Stahl
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Nikolai James Tarran with additional major in Spanish
Kelsey Rose Vogel
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Lindsey Elizabeth Yee
CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in Theatre
Alex Keala Ahyat
Emily Eve Marie Brown with additional major in English
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Jennifer E. Burks with additional major in English
Sydney Marie Haas with additional major in English
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Tanaphob Na Takuauthong
CUM LAUDE

Rebecca Anne Pult with additional major in Interdisciplinary Arts
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Isabella Ledesma Rivera
Bachelor of Arts, major in Theology and Religious Studies
Mariah Lee Pauline Nickerson
Bachelor of Arts, major in Visual Art
Terren Broussard-Boston
Carolyn Leanne Estes
Alexa Janine Hansen
Bachelor of Arts, major in Women and Gender Studies
Miles Warren Atkins
Ciara E. Cornish
CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in Women and Gender Studies with Departmental Honors
Leah Marie Dooley
with additional major in English
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Chih-I Lu
Shuwen Luo
Kelly Noel Mann
CUM LAUDE

Victor Alexander Dilanco
Mansanarez
Alexandra Kai Matson
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Nickolas M. McIntyre
Hui An Chang
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Kelcie Eri Ching with additional major in Business Analytics
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Michael Callejo Cina
William L. Crawford
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Mackenzie Lynn Curry
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Miranda Kate Deguzman with additional major in Marketing
CUM LAUDE

Anish Marathe Deodhar with additional major in Finance
Huyen Thu Do
Joshua Thomas Droby
Wenxun Fang
with additional major in Finance
Jingyi Geng
with additional major in Management
CUM LAUDE

Danielle Renae Gilbert with additional major in International Business
Austin Kiyoshi Leung
Hamamoto
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Teresa Karen Hsu
CUM LAUDE

Jia-Jin Huang
Caedyn Wilder Kimble with additional major in Finance
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Mao Koyama
Jiachen Liu
Le Van Phu Lo
CUM LAUDE
Bachelors of Arts in Business Administration, major in Business and Law
Vanessa Marie Brimhall
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Taylor Ann Budig
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Michael Jeffrey Doneskey
CUM LAUDE
Kelly Hsu
CUM LAUDE
Galilee Keala Kamai
CUM LAUDE
Bachelors of Arts in Business Administration, major in Business Economics
Saud Al-Sahaf
CUM LAUDE
Macheddie Deniese Baker
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Andrew Stephen Gesell
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
David Mettett Holcomb
CUM LAUDE
Kaan M. Kramer
CUM LAUDE
Megan Anne O’Brien
CUM LAUDE
Anders Gerard Rathjens
CUM LAUDE
Donald Richard Rhoads III
CUM LAUDE
Allison Masako Waliea Saunders
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jeanne M. Schroeder
Bachelors of Arts, major in Economics
April Janet Whitehouse
Bachelors of Arts in Economics
Austin Andrew Bailey
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Cooper Evan Brown
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Alexander S. Ekayssi
CUM LAUDE
Miranda Héléné Harris Hamlin
CUM LAUDE
Cailin Hoffmann
CUM LAUDE
John Johnson
CUM LAUDE
Elena Rose Larsen
CUM LAUDE
Yu-Chang Li
CUM LAUDE
Lucas Alan Marr
Bachelors of Arts in Business Administration, major in Finance
Emily Louise Sklarz
Kyle A. Ortega
Katherine Leigh Namkung
Lucas Alan Marr
Yu-Chang Li
Cailin Hoffmann
Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration, major in Finance
Emily Louise Sklarz
Kyle A. Ortega
Katherine Leigh Namkung
Lucas Alan Marr
Yu-Chang Li
Cailin Hoffmann
Michael J. Quinn, PhD
Dean

Bachelor of Science, major in Biochemistry
Yasmin W. Azzam
CUM LAUDE
Inaara Bhola
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Paul Jun Goo
Dung Anh Hoang
Lucy Ann Klein
CUM LAUDE
Russell Adam St. Germain
Mary Anne Tran
Thu Tran H.B.

Bachelor of Science in Biochemistry
Austin Louis Doke
Saumya Jain
CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in Biology
Katryna Teresa Ahllo
Inaara Bhola
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Koryna Boudinot
CUM LAUDE
Kenzie Nicole Brown
Arielle Rose Cruz
Dominique Elizabeth De La Pena
Kristen Allison Fieri
Emma Ronan Fleck
CUM LAUDE
Julia Camille Gorman
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Qiobo Guo
Matthew Robert Hathaway
Kathryn Jane Hofius
CUM LAUDE
Keanu Marrero
Angela Nadia
Holly Ann Rothering
Nancy Minh Tran
Sofia Muro Wells
Alexis Rae Williams
Anna Runiko Yamasaki

Bachelor of Science, major in Biology
Clare Elise Beymer
CUM LAUDE
Casey K. S. Feeney
CUM LAUDE
Brittany Jane Goco
Amber M. Higashi
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Rosanna Holod
Kristi Mieko Kimura
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Nadia Marie Kohler
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Jaemy Martinez
Eloisa S. Melendez
Yarid Mera
Jacqueline Scott Muse
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Sienna Necie Pallesen
Gwyneth Mary Potter
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Derek Michael Shiu
CUM LAUDE
Max Alter Patchen Short
Michelle Annylynn Bugayong Soledad
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jonathan William Startin
CUM LAUDE
Myli Tomita
Linh Thuy Tran
Molly Rose Van Dyke
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Marine Georgi Marguerite Vasseur

Bachelor of Science, major in Cell and Molecular Biology
Carla Bieg Salazar
CUM LAUDE
Emily Bringgold
Lizette Anissa Castaño
Daniel Cauvel
CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in Chemistry
Audrey Sherisse Del Rosario
Isaac Ji Hwan Emoto
Mandy Gao
Samatha Noelle Lee
CUM LAUDE
Andrew T. Manley
An Thu Nguyen
Clarapark
with additional major in Biology
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Nava Razavi
Alfiya A. Yesuf
CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Science, major in Chemistry
Miko Tambagan Ouano
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bailey Victoria Re
Kimberley Masami Woo
CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Science, major in Civil Engineering
Quan The Banh
Theodora Rose Foulk
CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Science, major in Computer Science
Samantha Ruth Fisher
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Devin Jean Robichaux
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Awarded to an outstanding graduating engineering
or computer science student, judged on scholarship,
leadership, dedication, and inspiration.

JOHN S. JU AWARD
Camille Renee Zaug
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Awarded to a graduating science student who exudes
wonder at new ideas, curiosity to pursue the unknown,
and the ability to integrate and apply knowledge.
SISTER MARY RUTH NIEHOFF AWARD
Suraj Ashneil Chand
Miao Wang

Awarded to the outstanding graduating student in the College of Nursing. Selection is based upon the student’s academic achievement, excellence in nursing, and participation in school and community activities. The award honors the memory of Sister Mary Ruth, who was dean of the School of Nursing from 1955 to 1968.

Bachelor of Science, major in Diagnostic Ultrasound
Fatima Abdi
CM LAUDE
Dieulinh T. Bui
Magna Cum Laude
Mekonnen Erango Dereje
Magna Cum Laude
Halima Ahmed Hashi
UMMA CUM LAUDE
Ruwayda Burhan Hassan
Magna Cum Laude
Kaley Heriblom
Magna Cum Laude
Caeline Katherine McDonald
Summa Cum Laude
Reyna J. Moreno-Sanchez
Cum Laude
Tanairi Carmen Ortiz
Cum Laude
Emily Grace Woo
Magna Cum Laude

Bachelor of Science in Diagnostic Ultrasound
Cassandra Amy Burigasy
Kenna Harada
Justin Felix Bueno Paeste
Marisa A. Tanioka
Liezol Obiacoro Villanueva

Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Amran A. Abdi
Magna Cum Laude
Jaden Rahal Noble Allan
Cum Laude
Dianna Mamotyuk
Cum Laude
Jamee Lynne Ashburn
Summa Cum Laude
Alexis Obed Balomaga
Summa Cum Laude
Devon K. Bartlett
Magna Cum Laude
Jayna Cassidy Alcaraz Bautista
Cum Laude
Mary Sloan Beger
Cum Laude
Jinnae Kyung Bezemer
Cum Laude
Caillie Mae Binnie
Cum Laude
Krista R. Bishop
Summa Cum Laude
Mikaelyn A. Blanding
Cum Laude
Sarah Marie Blesner
Magna Cum Laude
Hannah Allison Booth
Cum Laude
Jia Laureen Bowers
Magna Cum Laude
Samuel Alexander Branch
Cum Laude
Jamie Lynn Brown
Cum Laude
Emma Bui
Cum Laude
Sang Thi Cao
Summa Cum Laude
Suraj Ashneil Chand
Cum Laude
Cecilia S. Chantel
Cum Laude
Jessica Chebotar
Cum Laude
Courtney Cho
Cum Laude
Torii Katrina Clark
Cum Laude
Lindsey Rose Cooper
Cum Laude
Carolyn Marie Cordero
Magna Cum Laude
Valerie Ann Dait
Magna Cum Laude
Hang Kristine Le Dao
Magna Cum Laude
Julia Delaney Davis
Summa Cum Laude
Sarah Glenn Dean
Summa Cum Laude
Kelsey Elizabeth DevWitt
Magna Cum Laude
Olivia Nicole Devittorio
Magna Cum Laude
Stalyn May Dagdag Domingo
Cum Laude
Alec Patrick Doyle
Magna Cum Laude
Kunrong Du
Magna Cum Laude
Mary Frances Magbual Duat
Cum Laude
Joseph Martin Dyer
Cum Laude
Danielle Birute Marija Erjavec
Samantha Elaine Evans
Cum Laude
Tanner Francis Farley
Cum Laude
Bradley Steven Fieldef
Magna Cum Laude
Delia Lucille Finney
Magna Cum Laude
Kayleigh Alana Flynn
Summa Cum Laude
Kirsten Burns Frits
Taylor Maureen Frying
Summa Cum Laude
Grace Francis Galantine
Magna Cum Laude
Hannah Elizabeth Gates
Magna Cum Laude
Hanna M. Gibbs
Cum Laude
Nicole Leann Glavin
Summa Cum Laude
Macarena Godoy
Magna Cum Laude
Mary Emily Hibionada Grady
Summa Cum Laude
Madison Jean Hancock
Cum Laude
Amanda Michelle Hart
Cum Laude
Farhia Abdi Hassan
Cum Laude
Evon James Haugen
Cum Laude
Alice Anne Hermach
Magna Cum Laude
Darian Michelle Himes
Magna Cum Laude
Haily N. Ho
Summa Cum Laude
Peter T. Hoang
Magna Cum Laude
Clare-Frances Hoang
Cum Laude
Auria Rayvin Horne
Magna Cum Laude
Laura Margaret Jameson
Magna Cum Laude
Victoria Margaret Johnston
Magna Cum Laude
SeongGwang Ju
Cum Laude
Julia Maria Karambelas
Cum Laude
Chloe Akemi Kato
Cum Laude
Emma Elizabeth Kehl
Magna Cum Laude
Sebich Kim
Cum Laude
Andrea Jean King
Cum Laude
Anna Gabriela Kirkpatrick
Summa Cum Laude
Sarah Elizabeth Kleier
Magna Cum Laude
Bernice Samyin Kwok
Cum Laude
Cydney Marie Laggomery
Magna Cum Laude
Hannah Jae Lash
Shannejeh Lehal
Alexis Malgesini
Cum Laude
Rebecca Mattson
Cum Laude
Mickensi-Faith Nichole McClellan
Cum Laude
Kira Greenleaf McGieson
Magna Cum Laude
Elizabeth Alice McGuinness
Summa Cum Laude
Margaret Susan McKay
Magna Cum Laude
Nina Mei
Magna Cum Laude
Yesenia Guadalupe Mendoza
Magna Cum Laude
Scott Milliman
Haley Nicole Minninger
Summa Cum Laude
Caithlin Erin Mitchell
Cum Laude
Christopher William Moffett
Noelle Olivia Moltostad
Magna Cum Laude
Jalena Emily Myers
Magna Cum Laude
Jade Akina Nakashima
Magna Cum Laude
Jason Hoomana Naki
Summa Cum Laude
Jennifer Mary Newman
Candice Thuy-My Ngu
Summa Cum Laude
Jennifer Vi Nguyen
Summa Cum Laude
Michelle Ngo Nguyen
Magna Cum Laude
Susan Helen Nguyen
Magna Cum Laude
Kathleen Ai Nguyen
Magna Cum Laude
Summer N. Nordike
Magna Cum Laude
Margaret Elizabeth Slack
Magna Cum Laude
Finette Cassidy Smith
Cum Laude
Michael Charles Simm
Summa Cum Laude
Margaret Elizabeth Slack
Magna Cum Laude
Ginette Cassidy Smith
Cum Laude
Brianna Ashley Sprouse
Magna Cum Laude
Adeline Octaviante Sugeng
Summa Cum Laude
Seiyan Satish Sukkar
Cum Laude
Emily Thompson
Magna Cum Laude
Martina Julia Tokarz
Summa Cum Laude
Kiana Tom
Magna Cum Laude
NEW AND CONTINUING STUDIES

Rick Fehrenbacher, PhD
Dean

Bachelor of Arts, major in Digital Technology and Cultures
Antonio M. Martinez
Joe Suryan
Stephanie Ann Toppin
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Bachelor of Arts, major in Organizational Leadership
Thomas Robert Harold Bagley
Kyle MacDonald Cochran
Anne Alexandra Dolmseth
Andrea C. Gohlke
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Ann Wright
Jacob Anthony Ybarra
CUM LAUDE

Nina Mariah Kelly
Damandeep K Khatra
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

John Michael Loughman
Antonette Marie Malaspino
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Kaela D. Takei

Antonio M. Martinez
Joe Suryan
Stephanie Ann Toppin
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Curtis Lee Tyler
Randall Mark Webb Jr.
Simone Siboliban Winston
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Ann Wright
Jacob Anthony Ybarra
CUM LAUDE

Nina Mariah Kelly
Damandeep K Khatra
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

John Michael Loughman
Antonette Marie Malaspino
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Kaela D. Takei

Antonio M. Martinez
Joe Suryan
Stephanie Ann Toppin
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Curtis Lee Tyler
Randall Mark Webb Jr.
Simone Siboliban Winston
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Ann Wright
Jacob Anthony Ybarra
CUM LAUDE

Nina Mariah Kelly
Damandeep K Khatra
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

John Michael Loughman
Antonette Marie Malaspino
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Kaela D. Takei

Antonio M. Martinez
Joe Suryan
Stephanie Ann Toppin
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Curtis Lee Tyler
Randall Mark Webb Jr.
Simone Siboliban Winston
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Ann Wright
Jacob Anthony Ybarra
CUM LAUDE

Nina Mariah Kelly
Damandeep K Khatra
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

John Michael Loughman
Antonette Marie Malaspino
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Kaela D. Takei

Antonio M. Martinez
Joe Suryan
Stephanie Ann Toppin
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Curtis Lee Tyler
Randall Mark Webb Jr.
Simone Siboliban Winston
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Ann Wright
Jacob Anthony Ybarra
CUM LAUDE

Nina Mariah Kelly
Damandeep K Khatra
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

John Michael Loughman
Antonette Marie Malaspino
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Kaela D. Takei

Antonio M. Martinez
Joe Suryan
Stephanie Ann Toppin
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Curtis Lee Tyler
Randall Mark Webb Jr.
Simone Siboliban Winston
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Ann Wright
Jacob Anthony Ybarra
CUM LAUDE

Nina Mariah Kelly
Damandeep K Khatra
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

John Michael Loughman
Antonette Marie Malaspino
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Kaela D. Takei

Antonio M. Martinez
Joe Suryan
Stephanie Ann Toppin
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Curtis Lee Tyler
Randall Mark Webb Jr.
Simone Siboliban Winston
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Ann Wright
Jacob Anthony Ybarra
CUM LAUDE

Nina Mariah Kelly
Damandeep K Khatra
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

John Michael Loughman
Antonette Marie Malaspino
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Kaela D. Takei

Antonio M. Martinez
Joe Suryan
Stephanie Ann Toppin
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Curtis Lee Tyler
Randall Mark Webb Jr.
Simone Siboliban Winston
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Ann Wright
Jacob Anthony Ybarra
CUM LAUDE

Nina Mariah Kelly
Damandeep K Khatra
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

John Michael Loughman
Antonette Marie Malaspino
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Kaela D. Takei

Antonio M. Martinez
Joe Suryan
Stephanie Ann Toppin
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Curtis Lee Tyler
Randall Mark Webb Jr.
Simone Siboliban Winston
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Ann Wright
Jacob Anthony Ybarra
CUM LAUDE

Nina Mariah Kelly
Damandeep K Khatra
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

John Michael Loughman
Antonette Marie Malaspino
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Kaela D. Takei

Antonio M. Martinez
Joe Suryan
Stephanie Ann Toppin
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Curtis Lee Tyler
Randall Mark Webb Jr.
Simone Siboliban Winston
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Ann Wright
Jacob Anthony Ybarra
CUM LAUDE

Nina Mariah Kelly
Damandeep K Khatra
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

John Michael Loughman
Antonette Marie Malaspino
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Kaela D. Takei

Antonio M. Martinez
Joe Suryan
Stephanie Ann Toppin
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Curtis Lee Tyler
Randall Mark Webb Jr.
Simone Siboliban Winston
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Ann Wright
Jacob Anthony Ybarra
CUM LAUDE

Nina Mariah Kelly
Damandeep K Khatra
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

John Michael Loughman
Antonette Marie Malaspino
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Kaela D. Takei

Antonio M. Martinez
Joe Suryan
Stephanie Ann Toppin
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Curtis Lee Tyler
Randall Mark Webb Jr.
Simone Siboliban Winston
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Ann Wright
Jacob Anthony Ybarra
CUM LAUDE

Nina Mariah Kelly
Damandeep K Khatra
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

John Michael Loughman
Antonette Marie Malaspino
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Kaela D. Takei

Antonio M. Martinez
Joe Suryan
Stephanie Ann Toppin
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Curtis Lee Tyler
Randall Mark Webb Jr.
Simone Siboliban Winston
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Ann Wright
Jacob Anthony Ybarra
CUM LAUDE

Nina Mariah Kelly
Damandeep K Khatra
MAGNA CUM LAUDE

John Michael Loughman
Antonette Marie Malaspino
SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Kaela D. Takei
GRADUATE AWARDS

ARCHBISHOP RAYMOND G. HUNTHAUSEN OUTSTANDING SERVICE AWARD

Given to the student who has offered significant service to both the university community and the community at-large, and in so doing, has exemplified the values of collaborative leadership in service to others.

Kauser Habib Gwaduri
Master of Education in Student Development Administration

PROVOST’S AWARD

Given to a graduating senior who entered Seattle University as a transfer student from another college or university and has maintained the highest Seattle University grade point average throughout the undergraduate degree.

Mary Theresa Field
Doctor of Nursing Practice

DOCTOR OF EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP DISSERTATION TITLES

Adekunbi Oluwapemi Ajiboye
Funnel Vision: Through the Looking Glass of Recruitment and Admission Practices
Chair: Deanna Sands, EdD

Khoolood Khalid Alabdullatif
Something Old, Something New: How Digital Storytelling Plays a Role in Leadership Development in Saudi Arabia
Chair: Colette Taylor, EdD

Heather Lynn Anderson-James
Funnel Vision: Through the Looking Glass of Recruitment and Admission Practices
Chair: Deanna Sands, EdD

Amity Robin Butler
Community Cultural Wealth in the Community College: A Systematic Review of Latinx Student Engagement
Chair: Colette Taylor, EdD

Jenai Bo Lim Choi
Repaying the Education Debt through Professional Development: An Equity Audit
Chair: Trenia Walker, Ph.D

Erik Robert Engstrom
Community Cultural Wealth in the Community College: A Systematic Review of Latinx Student Engagement
Chair: Colette Taylor, EdD

Jennifer R Fountain
Funnel Vision: Through the Looking Glass of Recruitment and Admission Practices
Chair: Deanna Sands, EdD

Cristine Fowler
County Library Services and its Impact on Residents’ Access to Digital Information: Supporting Digital Equity for All County Residents
Chair: Colette Taylor, EdD

Victoria Louise Frazier
Barriers to Digital Equity: A Case Study of Osea County
Chair: Colette Taylor, EdD

Britney Dawn Holmes
Repaying the Education Debt through Professional Development: An Equity Audit
Chair: Trenia Walker, Ph.D

Gena L. Lusk
Community Cultural Wealth in the Community College: A Systematic Review of Latinx Student Engagement
Chair: Colette Taylor, EdD

Todd Allan Martinez-Simmons
Repaying the Education Debt through Professional Development: An Equity Audit
Chair: Trenia Walker, Ph.D

Supanee Saengsodkaew McLean
Barriers to Digital Equity: A Case Study of Osea County
Chair: Colette Taylor, EdD

Shurla Rogers-Thibou
Community Cultural Wealth in the Community College: A Systematic Review of Latinx Student Engagement
Chair: Colette Taylor, EdD

Jose Alejandro Vega-Gutierrez
Funnel Vision: Through the Looking Glass of Recruitment and Admission Practices
Chair: Deanna Sands, EdD

Tony Thai-Bao Vo
Barriers to Digital Equity: A Case Study of Osea County
Chair: Colette Taylor, EdD

Sheila A Walton
County Library Services and its Impact on Residents’ Access to Digital Information: Supporting Digital Equity for All County Residents
Chair: Colette Taylor, EdD
ST. IGNATIUS OF LOYOLA AWARD

Han-Bee Kim
Sarah Naomi True

Presented annually to the outstanding graduating student(s) in the College of Education Teacher Education Program. Selection is based on academic achievement, excellence in student teaching, evidence of commitment to teaching, and evidence of leadership.

SPIRIT OF EDUCATION AWARD

M. Elisabet King

Presented to the student who exemplifies the College of Education mission of preparing ethical and reflective practitioners for quality service in diverse communities. The student demonstrates excellence in academics as well as service to the program, school, campus, or greater community.

Doctor of Education in Educational Leadership

Adekbuni Oluwapemi Aijyboye
Kholoold Khalid Alabdullatif
Heather Lynn Anderson-James
Amity Robin Butler
Jenai Bo Lim Choi
Erik Robert Engstrom
Jennifer R. Fountain
Cristine Fowler
Victoria Louise Frazier
Britney Dawn Holmes
Gena L. Lusk
Todd Allan Martinez-Simmons
Supanee Saengsodkaew McLean
Shurla Rogers-Thibou
Jose Alejandro Vega-Gutierrez
Tony Thai-Bao Vo
Sheila A. Walton

Educational Specialist in School Psychology

Manpreet Kaur Brar
Pei (Be) Cao
Amanda Dawson
Christina Grace Gong
Veronica Hua’pala Griffin
Allison Harkins
Kelsey Yost

Educational Specialist in Special Education

Lisa Suzanne Babinec

Master of Arts in Education in Adult Education and Training

Jessica Dorothy Raab
Elizabeth Helen Young

Master of Education in Adult Education and Training

Tamar Irene Armesia Anderson
Raychel Drake
Karen Eberly
Paola Ivana Figueredo
Christina James Hughes
Kimberly Mae Singles Marinier
Adam Joseph Meyers
Caitlyn Ormesher
Louise Margaret Sneath
Alexander Fukin Tang

Master of Arts in Education in Counseling

Nicole Anderson
Chance A. Foley
Angela Pak Campbell
Stephanie Nicole Campuzano
Nalley Carleen Carrillo
Kaitlin Marie Casey
Tianna Clement
Addi Lee Dailey
Marshall Aaron Glass
Joan Avelene Calangi Gonda
Katina Jay Gould
Samantha Lynn Green
Victoria Elizabeth Haines
Di Linh Hoang
Vanessa Cecelia Hooper
Janet L. Hough
Keira Howe

Luke Anthony Humphrey
Rhianon Duggan Jahns
Bailey Maria Jones
Nancy Kessler
Chloe Kimiai
Chunneath Kravanah
Christine Cenci Landry
Marcia L. LaSalle
Crystal Meagan Long
Emily Shay Martin
Sarah Lillian Melfi-Klein
Emiko Aimee Minatoya-Shields
Joyce Arline Moreno
Remy Elise Nelson
Ann T. Nguyen
Bailey Niall
Kelly O’Connor
Zoe Micela Peralta-Page
Alexandra Katherine Polli
Priscilla Ponce-Venegas
Aysha Rafiq
Kaelleigh Randolph-Schultz
Bailey Elizabeth Richardson
Jay Lawrence Rushall
Shelby Lyn Stechen
Erin Warner Van Dunk
Britt Weston-Ball
Elaina Seviana Williams-Pagararo

Master of Education in Educating Non-native English Speakers

Margaret Braswell Moses
Kelsey Anita Ruth Carlson
Tristyn Rose Caster
Jessica Kathryn Dixon
Josie Painter
Elizabeth Piaquadio
Julia Peggy Ratliff
David Gail Thomas
Sarah Carolyn Thomas

Master of Education in Educational Administration

Stephanie Jasmine Mathias
Jed A. Miley
Kristen Danielle Peck
Steven Matthew Quesinberry
David Renel Watson

Master of Education in Special Education

Catherine Anne Johnson
Andrea Rene Vinck-Connell

Master of Arts in Student Development Administration

Ty Bean
Joseph Calvin Bruner
Annie Marie Gordon
Steffi Nguyen Huynh

Master of Education in Student Development Administration

Syd Emmanuel Arrojo
Alexandra Bontrager
Allison Yoshiko Ekekelo Botelho
Ezekiel Cerezo
Zachary Isaac Galvan
Kauser Habib Gwaduri
Maya Kathleen Herran
Molly Lee Kester
Travis Kim
Karis Ashley Kim
Afton Elizabeth Lopez
Sophia Mei Feng Man
Huyen T. Nguyen
Samantha Jazelle Quiazon
Penjaraenwatana
Alyssa Pereira
Jemimah Labrador Razalan
Lucas Adam Ruiz
Christina Antoinette Suarez
Monique Larri Taylor
Benjamin P. Teurlay
Kaitlyn Lea Vallance
Angela Rosalyn Wood
Joyce Arline Moreno
Remy Elise Nelson
Ann T. Nguyen
Bailey Niall
Kelly O’Connor
Zoe Micela Peralta-Page
Alexandra Katherine Polli
Priscilla Ponce-Venegas
Aysha Rafiq
Kaelleigh Randolph-Schultz
Bailey Elizabeth Richardson
Jay Lawrence Rushall
Shelby Lyn Stechen
Erin Warner Van Dunk
Britt Weston-Ball
Elaina Seviana Williams-Pagararo

Master of Arts in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

Claire Ye Eun Hwang
Nancy Jean MacDowell
Alexander Fukin Tang

Master of Education in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

Aftan Sliman Alfawaz
Kristi Louise Bell
Daikin Li
Andrea Maria Saldana
Patricia Lynn Thompson
Genevieve Valdivieso
Lori Yu
Master of Fine Arts in Arts Leadership
Andrea Ashton
Rachel Ballister
Erin Naomi Burrows
Sadiqa Iman Crutcher
Megan Hi’llani Dung
Leah Erickson Webster
Katrina Hayley Fausulo
Linnea Grace Ingalls
Katie L. Kent
Stephanie Lynn Jones
Quintellea Catherine Grant

Master of Arts in Criminal Justice
Emily Benbow
Georgia Neal Burns
Ovalvanna Chi
Luis Gomez
Quintellea Catherine Grant
Stephanie Lynn Jones
Katie L. Kent
Stephanie Jannecke Lincoln-Baines
Araceli Ochoa
Carla Therese Panattoni
Collin Porter
Christy Saeviat
Kayla Jeanne Scott
Brittany Erin Sergent
Anastasiya Shevchuk
Cassondra Elizabeth St. Cyr
MaKayla Kathleen Stevenson
Hannah Jeanne Traktman
Tiffany Renee Victory
Nicholas James Weckmann
Chase Hideo Yap

Master of Arts in Psychology
Sin Yee Ang
Claire Elise DiBella Biringer
Zachary John Carlson
Adria Lanping Chiu
Jason Chug
Bonnie Irey
Frauke Dorothea John
Augustin Kendall
Rickey Steven Leachman
Dilini Meewawidhana
Kira Mogilevsky
James Paul Nole
Riley Andrew Patterson
Jonathan Bradley Rowe
Joshua Allen Schmader
Carissa Singh
Eden Teng
Amy Christina Ware
Sydney Wheeler Woolston
Cynthia Wu

Master of Public Administration
Safia Khalil Ahmed
Maria E. Anguiano
Me’kyel Zaviera Bailey
Jill T Beckerman
Heather Beckford
Gabriel Benjamin Bell
Jamoral Bonner
Anessa Marie Boyer
Molly B. Christensen
Rosemarie Clemente
Kevin Connelly
Aaron F. Edenshaw
Jordan Koerth Eisen
Ilona-Bogdana Fedoruk
Joseph Marcel Franco
Virginia Frausto
Juan Diego Galvan
Miriam Garcia
Andres Raul Garza
Daniel Guo
Kwansu Ha
Colton James Hattersley
Natalie Marie Hobbs
Wendy Jaffe

Master of Social Work
Dane R. Bohbott
Margaret Bolger
Faye Isabella Borrom
Nicholay Lynn Brown
Sierra Storm Cox
Lauren T. Crow
Megan Michael Del Pozzi
McKenna Erhardt
John David Gonzales
Abigail Kateron Haslam
Jennifer Marie Hornbeck
Sonya Joy Lantz
Micaela Marie Lewell
Devon Matsumoto
Shannon Lee McDonald
Martin Francis Olson
Sarah Lynne Poole
Amanda Ross
Sebastian Dominique Sanchez
Gerald Frankie Toves Santos
Madeline Schwartz
Kevin D. Skiena
Emily Stewart
Joe Luis Vasquez II
Allison Borwick Walter

WALLACE LOH ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE AWARD
Jonathan Bradley Rowe
The Wallace Loh Academic Excellence Award is given to the outstanding graduating student in the College of Arts and Sciences Graduate Programs. Selection is based upon exceptional graduate work in the classroom. Qualification evidenced by paper/article submission, conference presentations, fellowship or scholarship awards, and interdisciplinary scholarship work. The award honors the impact that Dr. Wallace Loh had upon graduate programs in the College of Arts and Sciences. Dr. Loh served as Dean of the College from 1990-2008. Under his leadership, four of the seven Arts and Sciences graduate programs were created.

LEADERSHIP AND PROFESSIONAL ENGAGEMENT AWARD
Liliane Kamikazi
The Leadership and Professional Engagement Award recognizes the graduating student in the College of Arts and Sciences who has demonstrated exceptional leadership abilities and professional engagement. The recipient is an innovative forward thinker, making new roads in their chosen field. Their professional development efforts contribute to the vibrant educational experience in their graduate program.

SOCIAL JUSTICE AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AWARD
Christiania Dominique Wendiann ObeySumner
The Social Justice and Community Engagement Award recognizes the graduating student in the College of Arts and Sciences who has demonstrated a deep commitment to social justice and community engagement. The recipient has gone above and beyond in their service to others, carrying with them the founding principles of a Jesuit education, making choices as a leader for a just and humane world.
Leadership Executive
Master of Business Administration
Leovngia Carrera
Erin Wei-Ying Chiang
Anna Amelia Del Toro
Meg Enderby
Melissa Grace
Andrea Ratzloff Kaufmann
Tatyana M. Konyakhina
Jessica Rose Langmaid
Thomas H. Martig
Leon Dallas Poons
Ashley Susan Smith
Erland Tangen
Tom W. Thomas
David King Traub
Elizabeth Kathleen Wagner
Estrella Weaver

Bridge Master of Business Administration
Joshua-Michael Yoshio Adachi
Kaiy Cheng
Christopher William Erickson
Cody Tyler Gibson
Claire Kealy Girard
Nils Edward Gollersrud
Annamarie Kirkpatrick
Gabriela Martucci Salles
Casey Munson Metzger
Jenna Rose Mikulich
Claire Elizabeth O’Rourke
Julia Leigh Roberts
Tessara Giacomini Smith
Idiya Tesfai
Emily Tomchak
Bhavaliapala Vacheckilas
Erika Ann Vossbeck
Ruben Filbert Wiryokusuma

Professional Master of Business Administration
Curris A Amlong
Siri Angeles
Miguel E. Aurich
Jeremy Barringer
Michael Vance Beazer
Stephanie Morgan Bounds
Julia Elizabeth Bringolf
Andrew Louis Cardillo
Patrick Michael Chang
Ao Chen
Nicholas Coleman
Jonathan R. Conroy
Dana Elizabeth Cook
Benjamin Robert Crowley
Amy Lynn DeShane
Davin Dewantara
Christopher Michael Dorling
Nadine Abdullah El Ghoule
Antoine Elam
Jessica A. Fenner
Lindsay Wing Foster
Jessica Lee Gandy
Garrett George
Alexandra Griffin
Markos Habtemichael
Kidst B. Haile
Stephanie Marie Howson
Zhenyang Huang
Annie Huang
Haley Hubbard
Robert Guy Jacobs
Stephanie A. Jamieson
Aleya Jardine
Arielle Christine Jendruh
Sarah Katz
Mark D. Lalich
Maria del Pilar Langman
Eric William Lein
Jason K. Y. Lin
Joseph Christopher Lopez
Barna Mahapatra
Mark Martinez
Monique F. Mascio
Warren Mui
Amanda Marie Naddeo
Dillon Owen Nelson
Aimee Kim Nguyen
Anne Minh Tu Thi Nguyen
Amanda B. Nguyen-Axten
Omar Hassan Noon
Brenna Norwil
Michelle Oh
Taylor Anne Pesek
Anne L. Porter
Kathleen Meredith Powers
Geoffrey Glenn Primavera
Daniel Raymond
Alex Andrew Robertson
Julia Ryakhovskiy
Alexandra Ow Yong Sanchez
Tomas Enrique Segovia
Bradley Joseph Sherred
Breann Marie Smith
Jae H. So
Sophia Carmen Suarez
Kristian Scott Swank
Alicia Marie Swenson
Kristen A. Teramae
Daniela Tsvetkov
Shwetha Udayakumar
Shivangi Upadhyay
Katherine Ann Vargas
William Dion Wade
Alicia Jayne Wells
Elleza White
Ian Williams
Jacqueline Jeannette Wong
Yaxiang Xu

Two degrees awarded

Professional Master of Business Administration / Juris Doctor
Gene H. Kim

Master of Science in Business Analytics
Walt Erik Ames
Peter Dillon Broadstone
Keith Marian Castelino
Erik Austgulen Fosnaes
Saryukta Ghai
Qianhui Guo
Sourabh Gupta
Caillen Darcy Howansky
Patrick D. Hoey
Nancy Jain
Huibo Jia
Ha Thanh Khuong
Huy Le
Ki Min Lee
Wei Li
Han Li
Qiuye Liu
Shuai Ma
Thinh Thanh Mai
Ralliza Dinesh Mondal
Ankita Pathak
Yovinda Prilica
Mark Andrew Russeff
Ronald Aaron Satterthwaite
Anthony Suryajaya
Haodi Tu
Ying Xue
Florence Jiuhui Yan
Qiyu Ye

Master of Professional Accounting
Princess Flores Adrineda
Monika Agrawal
Menglin Chen
Xinnong Chen
Isha Das
Anita M. Drini
Alexander Joseph Drake
Yuying Gan
Wenpeng Gan
Silvan Katynskiy
Xue Li
Minh Le Nhat Nguyen
Jignasaben Patel
Yu-Hsuan Peng
Jennifer Kaelin Peterson
Alexandra Rose Schultz
Yiwen Wang
Shan Wang
Taylor A. White
Ethan Robert Rapadas Yamamoto
Sihui Zhao
Ruiyang Zhao
Chengyuan Zhou

Master of Science in Finance
Anya Kristine Asuncion
Li Ba
Anthony Bellagio
Anthony Bunnalim
Zhishang Cao
Thao Che
Po-Ming Chen
Lisa Cui
Alec Giuseppe Villalada Cuisan
Davin Dewantara
Hailey Christine Fleming
Alexandra Griffin
Jason William Haggard
Jialin He
Stefan Alexander Hock
Xinrui Huang
Levon V. Kalustyana
Kaho Kashiwabara
Pedro Trivellato Martins
Wanying Meng
Khoa Tran Dang Nguyen
Yu-Hsuan Peng
Megan Helen Rosas
Michael Stephen Schoettler
Nada Ahmed Tawfik Tamim
Shija Tian
Simon van Amen
Tyler John Van Der Schaaf
Fangzi Wang
Yiwen Wang
Xinru Xia
Yaxiang Xu
Sonia Yadav
Chung-wei Yang
Ruiyang Zhao

Master in Sport Administration and Leadership
Blake Cleveringa
Riley S. McKeann
Juan Pablo Murillo

Master in Sport Administration and Leadership / Juris Doctor
Ryan McGowan

Master in Sport Business Leadership
Jason Borchering
Carol M. Cunningham
Nicole Linn Fausey
Hannah Ruth Greider
Matthew Jones
Dylan Gus Kartchner
Christopher Nicoll
Elliott North
Zoe Lynn Michelle Pakes
Erin Elizabeth Ann Sauderson
Samantha R Sunseri
Zachary A. Taylor
Christopher Walker Zollinger
DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

Dissertation Titles

**Annelise Artis Crosswhite**
Optimization of Documentation Practices at the Adolescent Behavioral Health Unit: Standardization and the Use of Clinical Decision Support in the Initial Evaluation Template
Chair: Bonnie H. Bowie, PhD

**Kirsten Ann Carlson**
Improving Follow-up Care in a Pediatric Genetics Clinic Through a Parent Centered Process
Chair: Carrie Westmoreland Miller, PhD

**Shana Lisa Charles**
Inpiring Female Adolescents on Positive Beliefs about Fitness, Nutrition and Stress Management
Chair: Steven J. Palazzo, PhD

**Natalie Anne Dreyfoos**
Evaluating the impact of a Depression Care Management program
Chair: Janiece DeSocio, PhD

**Kathryn Emilia Dupre**
Quality Improvement through Pediatric Stroke Education
Chair: Colleen Woolsey, PhD

**Lior Habinsky**
Active Rehabilitation in Sports-Related Concussions: An Educational Intervention for Primary Care Providers
Chair: Michael Huggins, PhD, EdD

**Katie Huseby**
Nutrition Education for the Unhoused
Chair: Bonnie H. Bowie, PhD

**Helena Ann Laubach**
Evaluating the Feasibility of Practice Change: The Use of the PHQ-2 in the Urgent Care Setting
Chair: Alise Owens, DNP

**Amy Nelson**
Improving Transgender Healthcare Experiences Using Photovoice
Chair: Jennifer Fricas, PhD

**Sabrina Shiri Raj**
Teen Take Heart Summer Challenge 2019
Chair: Steven J. Palazzo, PhD

**Katherine Louise Rowe**
Improving Provider Confidence and Partnership with LGBT Patients through Inclusivity and Education
Chair: Elizabeth M. Gabzdyl, DNP
Master of Science in Computer Science
Joel O. Aguiar
Sneha Annam Mohan
Spoorthi Bhat
Omer Burstein
Qian Chen
Christopher S Choi
Kevin Cushing
Tejas Chandrashekhar Dandane
Qiaofang Deng
Brian Doersch
Xiaolin Dong
Sonali Deena Dsouza
Mauricio Encina
Joshua Daniel Halbert
Siu Cheung Ho
Jacob Henry Joseph
Somya Kajla
Lucas Thomas Korsman
Harrison James Ladera
Ho-I Lin
Sau Chung Loh
Valerio Marcelli
Karen Marcjan

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Pak Yu Patrick Chow
Alexandra Der
James Warren Fowler
Sophie Madeleine McDevitt
Harry E. McDonald IV
Robert Marga Soo
Yu-Hsuan Tso
Nirjwal Wasti
Joseph Windsor Young

Master of Software Engineering
Maher T. Aboul Hosn

Master of Science in Structural Engineering
Alicia Marie Esquivel
Abdoulaye Mamadou Konate
Alexander Takeo Schwartz
Maxwell Kane Skotheim

Master of Arts in Pastoral Studies
Morningstar Loar Stevenson

Master of Arts in Transformational Leadership
Miryung Chung
Celina Elizabeth Dzilenski
Willie Heard IV
Jeannie L. R. Macnab
Hung Thi Nguyen
Rebecca Jeanne Severson

DOCTOR OF MINISTRY Dissertation Titles

Steve E Baber
A Multi-Case Study of Congregational Responses to Mass Incarceration in the United States
Chair: Michael Ried Trice, PhD

Troy Lynn Carr
How African American Methodist Women Pastors Remain Resilient in Cultures of Resistance
Chair: Sharon Henderson Callahan, EdD

Nicole Chilivis
Exploring the Influence of Virtual Reality on Adults with Indications of Early Stage Dementia
Chair: Sharon Henderson Callahan, EdD

Kristen Moss
Muslim, Jewish and Christian Women Living with Resilience Amidst Microaggressions and Macroaggressions in King County
Chair: Sharon Henderson Callahan, EdD

Michael Joseph Ramos
Salvadoran Women’s Migration to the United States: Lessons of Challenge and Hope for the Church
Chair: Sharon Henderson Callahan, EdD
UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE

UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION

Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J.  
President

Timothy P. Leary, PhD  
Executive Vice President

Shane P. Martin, PhD  
Provost

Robert J. Dullea, PhD  
Vice President for Planning and Vice Provost

Michelle Clements, MBA  
Vice President, Human Resources

Wilson Garone  
CFO and Vice President for Finance and Business Affairs

Natasha Martin, JD  
Chief Diversity Officer and Vice President for Diversity and Inclusion

Scott K. McClellan  
Vice President, University Affairs

Melore Nielsen, MA  
Interim Vice President, Enrollment Management

Mary Savilla Petersen, JD  
Vice President, University Counsel

Michael Podlin, MBA  
Vice President, University Advancement

Alvin Sturdivant, EdD  
Vice President, Student Development

Chris Van Liew  
Chief Information Officer and Vice President of Information Technology

Annette E. Clark, MD, JD  
Dean, School of Law

Rick Feinhaber, PhD  
Dean, School of New and Continuing Studies

Paula Kidd, PhD  
Interim Dean, College of Education

Mark S. Markley, PhD  
Dean, School of Theology and Ministry

Nicole W. Piasecki  
Vice President, University Advancement

Robert H. Blais  
CEO, Pando Capital, LLC

Ann Blume  
Co-Founder, Blume Company

Maureen Brenghton  
QS3 Foundation

Patrick J. Callans  
Exec. Vice President, Costco Wholesale

Brenda Christensen  
Author and Company Advisor

Tom Engle  
President, Saltchuk Family of Companies

Joseph M. Galiffey  
Attorney at Law, Dorsey & Whitney, LLP

Val Gorder  
Gard Development

Robert Grimm, S.J.  
Seattle University

Russell Hagen  
Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer, Weyerhaeuser

Drew Herdener  
VP Public Relations, Amazon.com, Inc.

Hon. Donald J Horowitz  
King County Superior Court Judge (Ret.)

Patrick F. Kennedy  
CEO, Hawthorn Senior Living, LLC

Steven P. Knight  
President and CEO, Olympic Eagle Distributing

Michael C. McCarthy, S.J.  
President for Mission Integration and Planning, Fordham University

Killian Noe  
Founding Director, Recovery Café

Kevin O’Brien, S.J.  
President, Santa Clara University

Jason Oliver  
Vice President, Human Resources

William A. Owens  
Executive Chairman, Red Bison Advisory Group

Charles (Chuck) Porter  
Former CIO, Seattle University

Emergency Company Advisor

B O A R D  O F  T R U S T E E S

Nicole W. Piasecki  
Chair, Board of Trustees

Retired, The Boeing Company

David W. Burcham  
Vice Chair, Board of Trustees

Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J.  
President, Seattle University

Kathleen Aikenhead  
President, William H. Hannon Foundation

Ann Alokolaro  
Director of Admissions, Seattle Prep

Arturo Araujo, S.J.  
Rector, Arrupe Community

Anne Benoliel  
Community Leader

Jean Berwick  
Founder, One Equal Heart

Robert H. Blais  
CEO, Pando Capital, LLC

Ann Blume  
Co-Founder, Blume Company

Maureen Brenghton  
QS3 Foundation

Patrick J. Callans  
Exec. Vice President, Costco Wholesale

Brenda Christensen  
Author and Company Advisor

Tom Engle  
President, Saltchuk Family of Companies

Joseph M. Galiffey  
Attorney at Law, Dorsey & Whitney, LLP

Val Gorder  
Gard Development

Robert Grimm, S.J.  
Seattle University

Russell Hagen  
Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer, Weyerhaeuser

Drew Herdener  
VP Public Relations, Amazon.com, Inc.

Hon. Donald J Horowitz  
King County Superior Court Judge (Ret.)

Patrick F. Kennedy  
CEO, Hawthorn Senior Living, LLC

Steven P. Knight  
President and CEO, Olympic Eagle Distributing

Michael C. McCarthy, S.J.  
President for Mission Integration and Planning, Fordham University

Killian Noe  
Founding Director, Recovery Café

Kevin O’Brien, S.J.  
President, Santa Clara University

Jason Oliver  
Vice President, Human Resources

William A. Owens  
Executive Chairman, Red Bison Advisory Group

Charles (Chuck) Porter  
Former CIO, Seattle University

Emergency Company Advisor

Scott Redman  
President, Sellen Construction Company

Era Tesheke  
State Farm Insurance

Stevens U. Triner  
Co-Founder, Saneca Group

Ruth A. Tressel  
Attorney at Law, Ruth Tressel, LLC

John H. Vassall, II, MD  
CEO, Foundation for Healthcare Quality

Eric J. Watson, S.J.  
Assistant Professor of Chemistry

Seattle University

Jeffrey J. Wright  
Chairman, Board of Directors, Space Needle Corporation

J. Wright Development

TRUSTEES EMERITI

Anne V. Farrell  
John W. Meisenbach  
James D. Sinegal  
Ann Wyckoff

B O A R D  O F  R E G E N T S

Hon. Anita Crawford-Willis  
Chair

Municipal Court Judge

Hugh Bangasser  
Vice Chair

Retired, K&L Gates

R. Miller Adams  
Managing Director, Triad Capital Partners

Dave Anderson, S.J.  
Chaplain for Alumni

Christopher G. Canlas  
First Vice President, Morgan Stanley

Ralph Chioccio  
President and CEO, Elliott Cove

Capital Management

John Dougherty  
President of The Breakfast Group

Ernie Dunston  
President and CEO, Pagliacci Pizza and Macrina Bakery

Janet M. Dryer  
CEO

William F. Eisminger  
President/Owner,

Barcelona Enterprises, Inc.

LTC David Foley  
USA, Retired

Michelle Akiyama Galvin  
Pacifica Pizza and Macrina Bakery

Heather Hughes  
Sarah M. Hughes Foundation

O. David Jackson  
Founder, FJCT Investments

Jonelle M.C. Johnson  
Nordstrom

James P. Jorgensen  
Owner, Jorgensen Sports Services

Obed Kamba  
Chair, Graduate Student Council

Stacy Lill  
Founder/CEO, Cashmere Consulting

Don Luby  
Firm Manager, Luby and Thomson

John McDowall  
Attorney

Dr. Daniel McKay  
McKay Center for Cosmetic and General Dentistry

Erika Moore  
President, SGSU

Nathan Nguyen  
Managing Director, Northwest Region

Head of Consumer Bank and Wealth Management for JP Morgan Chase

Marie Perilman  
VP, Wealth Advisor, Columbia Bank

Marilyn Price  
Professor Emerita, College of Nursing,

Seattle University

Charlie Quigg  
Owner, Quigg Bros., Inc.

John Ruffo  
Ryan Sawyer  
Manager/Owner,

Viewpoint Capital Management

Brian Sollom  
Fellow, World Affairs Council

Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J.  
President, Seattle University

Starr Tavenner  
Past President, Washington State China Relations Council

Vince Volpe  
Player Development Coordinator,

SU Men’s Soccer Team

David Wasielewski  
 Managing Partner,

Din Tai Fung Restaurant

D.J. Weidner  
President, Alumni Board of Governors

Director of Strategy, AMP Agency

Mary Hermann Welch  
Richard Wood  
Managing Partner, First Hill Partners
Congratulations and welcome to the Seattle University Alumni Association (SUAA), now more than 84,000 strong! As you embark on this next chapter of your life, post graduation, your time as an alum is just getting started.

Your Seattle U Alumni Association (SUAA) is the home for all alumni, providing family-like connections and an accessible, supportive environment for you to grow, learn, lead and serve. No matter where life takes you, your Alumni Association is here for you.

Seattle U for a lifetime!

WWW.SEATTLEU.EDU/ALUMNI